Achray Farm Gate – Summer 2018

Welcome to Achray Farm on the route of The Great Trossachs Path. Please walk or ride through with care.

Updates – Summer 2018

What a summer that was, at least at the start of the year. We know May is usually reliable, but then the sun
kept on giving for months and months (to be fair, we deserved it after the winter). We never envisioned
having to water the fields but resorted to lengths of hose amongst the building work. Most plants survived
with only the raspberries really suffering. The kitchen garden was a late-start too but we are enjoying late
salad and squash now. The lochs are still low but recovering as river & groundwater levels rise and run off.

The major investment in time, energy and money has been the completion (or thereabouts) of the old
farmhouse renovation and our extension. Living on-site throughout has meant moving as the work
demands and an almost constant cleaning up of dust, woodshavings, stoor and plasterdust.
At the end of September, we proudly hosted our first guests and now have a few weeks of snagging tasks
before listing The Old Farmhouse commercially. Search for Achray Farm online for more details.
As if our projects were not enough, we have still managed visits to weddings (x2) and cycled the Deeside
Trail, Borders 220 (almost), Cairngorm Loop, Dukes Weekender and hosted our own Trossachs Trails Trial
SMBO (Scottish Mountain Bike Orienteering) event. Fat Bikes are still coming...

History
There has been a farm, smallholding or settlement on this site for as long as there have been maps of
Scotland. The census shows a population of shepherds, gamekeepers and water workers. The area was
also popular with the 19th Century romantic poets and artists such as Walter Scott; the "Highland Funeral"
by Guthrie was painted here. Information boards around the village explore many of these themes.

Our Plans
We are working to develop Achray Farm as a modern productive regenerative enterprise, growing to suit
the conditions and following permaculture principles to meet and raise local food issues and awareness.
We obviously have some considerable buildings to renovate into usable space (some working, some
husbandy and some to provide accommodation) as we grow. We maintain an “Open Farm Gate” policy.
Follow our blog on www.AchrayFarm.co.uk or find us on Facebook or Instagram under AchrayFarm

